MPS Channel Connected Workforce Playbook

Hybrid Workplace Co-Marketing Tools for HP
Amplify Power Services MPS Partners
Optimizing print for hybrid work - content and drivers with a hybrid work focus suitable for use
throughout the customer journey.
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MPS PERSONAS SNAPSHOT– key roles to speak to about MPS for hybrid work

HYBRID WORK & THE CIO / ITDM

HYBRID WORK & THE COO

THEY ARE EXPERIENCING…

THEY ARE EXPERIENCING…

The No Normal. Their digital transformation roadmap has been torn up & they
are rushing to piece together a resilient IT infrastructure that ensures business
momentum is not interrupted

The No Normal. They are at the sharp end of workplace & workforce disruption,
managing an accelerated shift to Hybrid Work that puts immense pressure on
the organisation’s human & technological infrastructure

THEY ARE BEING TASKED WITH…

THEY ARE BEING TASKED WITH…

Maximising the performance of a connected workforce, securing a fragmented
workplace & identifying opportunities to capitalise on changing employee
behaviour to drive efficiencies

Maintaining the smooth running of the business, maximising the productivity of
a connected workforce & creating the conditions for the innovation that will
help the organisation win the future

THEY AIM…
To maximise the productivity of a secure, ready from anywhere workforce &
invest in a future fit ecosystem of technologies able to meet the continuously
evolving needs of the business
THEY NEED…
Agile, flexible suppliers & trusted partners with the ability & willingness to craft
tailored IT solutions that digitise manual processes, aid collaboration & thereby
enable hybrid working

THEY AIM…
To make sure that collaborative, motivated & productive teams are ready from
anywhere & motivated to deliver
THEY NEED…
Data-driven, cloud-powered suppliers & partners able to offer flexible solutions
that bring work to the worker
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Co-branding guidance
Sales and marketing assets will be provided with
placeholders for partner logo and call to action, where
required. For use, these placeholders should be
replaced with the channel partner’s logo and call to
action according to co-branding guidance. Claims and

footnotes need to be reviewed and substantiated based
on local country guidelines and partner capabilities.

CTA placeholder

Logo placeholder

Link to access

Logo placeholder
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Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition

Asset Hub

A content repository for HP and Partners - creative source files to be used by agencies or in-house graphic experts.

Sales Central

A content repository for HP and Partners for the latest product information, fresh sales and marketing assets.

Drivers

Assets such as social media, emails or digital banners that promote a specific piece of content.

ABM

Account based marketing. This content is designed to be used within an account-based marketing approach, but content can also be used in a generic customer journey.

Please note
•
•

Content pieces should be available one click away from social post or email
Ensure relevant legal footer information is included when co-branding content for use

Content Summary
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Content Map – suggested stages of customer journey where content pieces fit
AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

EVALUATION

Content Summary

Source Links

= Content suitable for COO persona
= Content suitable for CIO/ITDM persona

PURCHASE – SERVICE / SOLUTION SPECIFIC

Channel Partner MPS Landing Page

Solving the top 3 print
challenges of hybrid work
Infographic

Why ‘Bring Your Own Printer’
could be a recipe for trouble
Listicle

5 considerations to accelerate hybrid
workflows
Listicle

FutureSmart Explainer
40s Link
20s Link

5 print innovations for the
hybrid workplace
Article

A guide for choosing the right
printers for hybrid work
E-guide

Workpath Use Case

Pull-Up Banners
Accelerate your journey to the
hybrid workplace
Article

Secure your transition to the
hybrid workplace
Article

Visual Directory

Secure Print Use Case

Existing HP Solution Briefs,
Brochures + new Sales deck

Source Links to Assets

Asset Hub Folder
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Asset Hub
Channel MPS Hybrid Work

Connected Workforce assets (1 of 2)
Type

Asset Name

Overview

Asset Hub to
source files

Link to
drivers

Pull-up
Banners

Hybrid Print Made Easy pull up
Banner

2 variations of a pull-up banner for channel partners to print and use in trade shows, events etc. Core version is
provided in English, but 8 other translated versions include, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Vietnamese,
Korean, Indonesia Bahasa and Thai.

Link

-

Infographic

Solving the top 3 print challenges of
hybrid work*

A visual asset showing the challenges and the solves for IT managing a hybrid workforce.

Link

Link

Listicle

Why ‘Bring Your Own Printer’ could
be a recipe for trouble*

Listicle that discusses the 3 risks of leaving people to their own devices – the issues BYOP can create and
suggests answers for hybrid print with MPS.

Link

Link

Listicle

5 considerations to accelerate
hybrid workflows*

A 5-step listicle that addresses issues around: current levels of digitization, end-point & connection security,
accessibility of print to distributed teams, new opportunities for automation based on how people work.

Link

Link

Video

FutureSmart Explainer Video

40 second and 20 second animated explainer videos on the features and benefits of HP’s FutureSmart. Includes
subtitle and non-subtitle versions in US and UK English.

40s Link
20s Link

Soci al copy on
i ndivi dual slide

e-Guide

A guide for choosing your printer for
cloud-first capabilities*

E-guide outlining the benefits of cloud printing and the considerations to keep in mind when selecting the right
cloud-enabled print devices and solutions for a hybrid workforce.

Link

Link

*Core assets are complete with UK and US English variations. Driver assets include social post copy and email HTML & OFT.
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Visual Directory

Asset Hub
Channel MPS Hybrid Work

Type

Asset Name

Overview

Asset Hub link
to source files

Link to
drivers

Article

Accelerate your journey to a hybrid
workforce*

Article discussing evolving hybrid working behaviors, tactics for organizations to consider in enabling hybrid work,
and the HP print solutions that enable IT teams to build a future-fit fleet that is underpinned by security.

Link

Link

Article

Secure your transition to a hybrid
workforce*

E-guide providing an overview of the shifting security landscape as a result of widespread hybrid work, and some of
the solutions and techniques organizations can apply to mitigate elevated risk, especially in relation to print
devices.

Link

Link

Article

5 print innovations for the hybrid
workforce*

Article summarizing 5 HP print innovations that enable productive work, including fleet-wide upgradable firmware,
world’s smallest enterprise-class MFPs, security, sustainable printing, AI-powered predictive servicing.

Link

Link

Use Case

Support your hybrid workforce with
unified cloud-connected print
workflows*

A use case outlining the hybrid work challenges for IT teams and the potential benefits from HP Workpath
solutions.

Link

Link

Use Case

Secure and seamless printing for a
hybrid workforce*

A use case outlining the hybrid work background, challenge for IT teams and the solution and benefits offered by
HP Secure Print and Insights solution.

Link

Link

Generic EDM introducing the option to explore how HP print service and solutions could help the customer with
their transition to hybrid. Not connected to a specific asset.

Link

-

Intro Email

*Core assets are complete with UK and US English variations. Driver assets include social post copy and email HTML & OFT.

Visual Directory of Assets

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Pull-up Banners
Hybrid Print Made Easy

2 variations of a pull-up banner for channel
partners to print and use in trade shows,
events etc. Core version is provided in English,
but 8 other translated versions include
German, French, Spanish, Italian, Vietnamese,
Korean, Indonesia Bahasa and Thai.

Asset Hub Link
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Social posts and EDMs

Solving the top 3 challenges
of hybrid work
A visual asset showing the challenges and the
solves for IT, managing a hybrid workforce.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Content Summary

Source Links

Visual Directory

Social posts and EDMs

Why ‘Bring Your Own Printer’
could be a recipe for trouble
3 risks of leaving people to their own
devices. A listicle that discusses the issues
BYOP can create; security risks, compliance
risks, reduction in productivity and
satisfaction, and suggests answers for hybrid
print with MPS.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Social posts and EDMs

5 considerations to
accelerate hybrid workflows
A 5-step listicle that addresses issues
around; current levels of digitization, endpoint and connection security, accessibility
of print to distributed teams, new
opportunities for automation based on how
people work.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Explainer Videos

Social post copy – US EN

HP FutureSmart

Wha t i f your enterprise printer evolved to keep your hybrid
workforce secure? That’s exactly what HP FutureSmart
fi rmware delivers—up-to-the-minute updates that help
protect a nd optimize the print experience. <insert l ink><insert
#ta g>

Headline copy:
Future-proof enterprise-class printers with HP FutureSmart

40 second and 20 second animated explainer
videos on the features and benefits of HP
FutureSmart Includes UK & US English, subtitle
and non-subtitle versions.

Social post copy – UK EN
Wha t i f your enterprise printer evolved to keep your hybrid
workforce secure? That’s exactly what HP FutureSmart
fi rmware delivers—up-to-the-minute updates that help
protect a nd optimise the print experience. <insert l ink><insert
#ta g>

40s Asset Hub Link

Headline copy:
Future-proof enterprise-class printers with HP FutureSmart

20s Asset Hub Link

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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A guide for choosing the right
printers for hybrid work
E-guide outlining the benefits of cloud
printing and the considerations to keep in
mind when selecting the right cloudenabled print devices and solutions for a
hybrid workforce.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Social posts and EDMs

Accelerate your journey to a
hybrid workforce
Article discussing evolving hybrid working
behaviors, tactics for organizations to
consider in enabling hybrid work, and the
HP print solutions that enable IT teams to
build a future-fit fleet that is underpinned
by security.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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E-guide
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Social posts and EDMs

Secure your transition to a
hybrid workforce
E-guide providing an overview of the
shifting security landscape as a result of
widespread hybrid work, and some of the
solutions and techniques organizations
can apply to mitigate elevated risk,
especially in relation to print devices.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Social posts and EDMs

5 print innovations for the
hybrid workforce
Article summarizing 5 HP print
innovations that enable productive work,
including fleet-wide upgradable firmware,
world’s smallest enterprise-class MFPs,
security, sustainable printing and AIpowered predictive servicing.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Use Case
Social posts and EDMs

HP Secure Print & Insights

A use case outlining the hybrid work
background, challenge for IT teams and
the solution and benefits offered by HP
Secure Print and Insights solution.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Social posts and EDMs

HP Workpath

A use case outlining the hybrid work
challenges for IT teams and the potential
benefits from HP Workpath solutions.

Asset Hub Link – US & UK versions
Asset Hub Link – Email & Social

Key
HP Asset Hub Download

= link pending

HP Asset Hub Download

= link live
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Hybrid EDM
Generic EDM introducing the option to
explore how HP print service and solutions
could help the customer with their
transition to hybrid. Not connected to a
specific asset.

Asset Hub Link – Email
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